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1. Introduction

In Italy social protection to the elderly individuals has always been based on pension
transfers. A major role has been played by pensions formally included in the insurance system,
mainly minimum pensions, which actually did not benefit elderly individuals only. Protection
relied only marginally on tools explicitly classified within the assistance system like the social
pension and the disability pension.
The pension reform implemented in the mid-nineties established for the insurance
scheme a switch from a defined-benefit system to a notional contributory system. This change
is going to reduce the replacement rate for the incumbent pensioners. After 20 years of wageindexation of the insurance pensions, the reform also established the return to price
indexation and abolished the minimum pension. All these factors contribute to reducing the
purchasing power of future pensioners. Under such circumstances, the protection granted by
the insurance system so far will gradually weaken. As a result, the role played by “formally”
assistance transfers is necessarily going to increase.
This paper examines the existing assistance transfers in order to identify their
performance over time. The focus is on the social pension and minimum pension, since they
are explicitly oriented at the elderly individuals. The aim is to gain hints on possible
directions for reforming the assistance system in the light of future developments implied by
the population aging and the facing-out of the insurance pension reform.
The first part, of the paper provides a description of the institutional characteristics of
social and minimum pensions in order to highlight the explicit and the implicit policy design
in terms of poverty contrast among the elderly. To do so, we use poverty indicators produced
by the National Statistics Institute (Istat) and used by public institutions, such as the Italian
Poverty Commission.
The second part of the paper tries an assessment of the ex-post performance of the social
pension on data from the Bank of Italy Survey of Households Income and Wealth (BISHIW).
The perspective is twofold: from one side, the focus is on the effectiveness of the policy tool,
in order to understand whether improvements are necessary to ensure a more successful
performance of the scheme; from the other, the focus is on the efficiency, to identify possible
margins for expenditure saving in the light of the more general financial constraints binding
the development of public finances in Europe. Attention is also given, where possible, to those
individuals’ and household’s characteristics that are ignored by the law requisites for the
access to the protection scheme, but that may be significant in capturing the state of need of
the potential beneficiaries and therefore could significantly help improving the effectiveness
and the efficiency of the social protection if adequately considered. Hints on the ability of the
social pension scheme to prevent the entry/facilitate the exit from poverty are obtained by the
analysis of transition matrices for different categories of elderly individuals.
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2.

The Italian social protection: an overview

The basic principles of the Italian social protection system are stated by Article 38 of the
Constitutional Law, enforced in 1948:
“Every private citizen unable to work and un-provided with the resources necessary for the
existence is entitled to private and social assistance.
Workers are entitled to adequate insurance for their requirements in case of accident, illness,
disability, old age, and involuntary unemployment.
The disabled and persons incapable of employment are entitled to education and vocational
training.
The responsibilities laid down in this Article are entrusted to organs and institutions provided or
assisted by the State. The freedom of private assistance is affirmed.”
A long debate took place over time about the interpretation of Article 38. The emphasis
was on the ambivalent nature of social protection.3 The debate affected the implementation of
the system in the following years.
Nowadays, there is unanimous agreement on the conclusion that the Italian
Constitutional Law prescribes a two-tier protection based a categorical/selective right to
insurance, on one hand, and on a universalistic right to assistance, on the other. The first tier
is granted to workers (i.e. those who contributed enough during their working life to gain the
access to an insurance scheme); the second to all citizens in state of need (including those who
did not work or who did not work enough to gain the access to the insurance scheme). The
protection to workers is recognised a “higher status”.
The legislation implemented these two tiers mainly by granting money transfers.
Following the Constitutional principles, the level of the transfers should be set at the
subsistence level for the assistance instrument and to some higher level (able to ensure an
“adequate” standard of living) for the insurance one. The adjustment in the main benefits
levels over time not always responded to this criteria, as we show in the following analysis.
The implementation of Article 38 initially concerned the insurance tier only. The
emphasis on workers is responsible for maintaining until today, to some extent, the categorical
and group-specific nature that had characterised the Italian welfare state at its origins.4 It also
accounts for what is usually defined as the “labour-centric” nature of the social protection,
3

Following Paci (1987), two main positions have characterised scholars’ discussion. The first one (see, for instance,
Cinelli, 1982) pushed a categorical view, interpreting the guaranty of the Constitutional Law to workers as a right to those
levels of the living standards employees achieved when working; protection to workers is the rule, protection to every
citizen is only an extension. The second view (see, Persiani, 1985) interprets Art. 38 as a prescription of a different “intensity”
in the degree of protection. The main goal would be to guarantee a minimum level of protection to all citizens (to be taxfinanced) based on a universalistic principle. The protection of workers would have a “higher status”: it would concern not
only subsistence, but an adequate support related to their participation in the national production. An extra-protection
should be granted according to the social security contributions that individuals paid during their working life. In most
industrialised countries systems contributions have been extended also to employers and society, based on social solidarity
principles.
4
The birth of the Italian welfare state dates back at the end of the XIX century. The first scheme to be introduced was the
compulsory insurance against labour accidents in the industrial sector (1898); by that time old age insurance was regulated,
but still on a voluntary base. Thereafter, compulsory insurance against disability, old age and unemployment for dependent
workers (1919) were enforced. Illness insurance (1926), family allowance (1934) and survivors’ pensions (1939) followed, all
directed at dependent workers and at their households.
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testified by the overwhelming share of resources devoted to social insurance (Chart 1) as
opposed to the very low shares devoted to employment policies and to social services. It may
explain the proliferation of instruments aimed at pursuing very similar policy objective, but
usually differentiated according to category of beneficiaries.5
The focus on the economic conditions of workers, meaning of those who managed to enter
the labour force, also explains the particularly high share of resources devoted to pensions.
Income support has been the major pursued objective. This feature of the system favoured
elderly people in the first place, but not only them: large use of pensions concerned young
people as well, when disabled or under peculiar conditions that justified the entitlement to
early retirement. Most of these characteristics have been inherited by the present system.
The development of a system mainly based on insurance pensions ended up by
favouring an anomalous use of the insurance to grant the implementation of the universalistic
rights prescribed by the assistance tier. Indeed, “de facto” some policy tools formally
classified within the insurance tier have been very often designed or at least used to pursue
assistance goals.6
Pensions, in particular, became in several cases the main instrument to grant assistance
and lost the link to contributory financing that should characterise insurance: in 1958 the
minimum pension was introduced, i.e. an integration of the insurance pensions in case the
level of the benefit matured by the retired workers were considered insufficient. Minimum
pensions have been (and still are) the most relevant instrument of income support, so that
they play a major role in poverty contrast. This tool became increasingly hybrid over time,
making it very difficult for the beneficiaries to perceive the extent to which the transfer was
granting an insurance right rather than an assistance one. A similar tool within the assistance
tier, the social pension, was introduced in 1969 only. The requisites for the access and the level
of the benefits, however, are different; in some cases this difference lacks apparent logical
reasons and presumably reflects only the stratification of normative action over time.
As a result, in the Italian welfare state assistance and insurance became intrinsically
interwoven.7 Still today, the system lacks policies explicitly oriented at contrasting poverty and
social exclusion in a broad sense8.
The pension reform implemented in the mid-nineties stressed the need for a clear
distinction between insurance and assistance. After the transition, when the new pension
regime system will be fully operating, the insurance scheme will switch from a definedbenefit system to a notional contributory one (a pro-rata system is enforced during the
transition). This change is going to reduce the replacement rate for the incumbent pensioners.
Minimum pension is going to disappear. Since after 20 years of wage-indexation the reform
also established the return to price indexation for insurance pensions, the protection so far
granted by the insurance system will gradually weaken. The role played by assistance
transfers is necessarily going to increase due to the extension of the potential beneficiaries.
5

Matteuzzi (1996) observes that the same assistance goal is pursued by many Institutions by different instruments and
according to different policy designs.
6
One well-known example is given by the insurance disability pensions, which for a long time were exploited as a
poverty-contrast tool by allowing also socio-economic conditions among the requisites for the access.
7 The characteristics and the problems related to the Italian pension system have been the object of many studies. See, for
example, Castellino (1976).
8 This depends, to some extent, on the rigid "architecture" of the social protection. This is the opinion, for example, of Negri
and Saraceno (1995).
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Under these circumstances, a retrospective study of the existing tools may be useful. The
assessment of their performance, their weaknesses, their ability to reach the targets, their
degree of efficiency or inefficiency, are all relevant aspects to be investigated in a reform
perspective.
One issue that is always difficult to tackle in policy assessment is the identification not
only of the explicit but also of the implicit targets a particular scheme is pursuing. In the case of
social protection, this issue may prove to be particularly relevant in the light of the strict
interweaving between the assistance and insurance tiers: indeed the actual use and performance
of each single instrument may have been distorted by the presence of interaction effects from
other complementary or substitute tools the potential beneficiaries could rely on. In the light of
the foreseen separation of assistance and insurance, these reinforcing effects are going to disappear so
that they need to be considered carefully for a correct assessment of the future performance of the social
protection system.
Annex 1 gives a brief description of the main instruments in the Italian social
protection, classifying them according to their “formal” belonging to the assistance or the
insurance tier.

3.

Elderly assistance: social pension and minimum pension

The objective of assistance to the elderly individuals in the Italian system is pursued
primarily by two instruments of income support: minimum pension and social pension. They
were meant to be the pillars of the welfare state since its early stage. Social pension is formally
placed inside the public assistance tier and minimum pension, within the insurance one. Table 1
summarises the evolution of the characteristics of these two instruments over time.
The social pension (“pensione sociale”) was introduced in 1969. The beneficiaries are all
the citizens who were not entitled to an old age/disability/survivors pension within the
insurance tier, once they reached 65 years of age. Social pension is conditional on means
testing. Eligibility is subject to an income ceiling that considers both the direct beneficiary’s
and, for married individuals, their spouse’s income.
The social pension is designed to guarantee a minimum-income corresponding to the access
income-ceiling fixed by law. Therefore, such ceilings – rather than the actual social pension
payments per se – must be considered as the relevant benchmark for the assessment of the
performance of the social pension scheme against poverty.3 The sources of income considered
for the ceiling determination exclude imputed rents, capital income, and income from
households’ components other than the spouse. The last exclusion presumably responds to
policy design criteria, although these have not explicitly stated in the official reports.
3

The benefit is paid in full amount only to single individuals with no income or, in case of married individuals, when also
the couple’s income is below a minimum threshold. It is paid in a partial amount to single individuals with positive incomes
below the income ceiling (set equal to the social pension amount) and, to married individuals, when the couple income is
below a maximum ceiling. This transfer is determined to guarantee the beneficiaries with integration necessary to achieve
the relevant maximum income ceiling for the eligibility in both cases. In the case of a couple, the maximum and the
minimum thresholds differ exactly by the amount of the social pension. Therefore, the minimum threshold is a floor that
corresponds to the zero-income condition of the individual living alone. The maximum threshold is the ceiling above which
the right to the benefit ceases; hence it represents the “highest” level of the minimum income granted to the couple.
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The pension amount and the income ceilings have been modified over time due both to
discretionary increases and to an automatic re-valuation mechanism based on the cost-ofliving index.
Since 1985, the social pension has been supplemented by a so-called “social integration”.
In 2002, the Budget Law revised the social integration discipline: all kind of pensioners who
are over 70 years of age and have incomes below set thresholds are now entitled to a social
integration guaranteeing a (higher) minimum-income9. The potential effect of this measure is
to create a common level of minimum protection to all the individuals who are over 70 years
of age, regardless of the kind of pension to which they are entitled.
In 1976 the automatic re-valuation system switched from price-based to wage-based for
most insurance pensions, but the new mechanism excluded assistance benefits like social
pensions, which continued being indexed to prices only. The 1995 pension reform established
the return to price indexation for insurance pensions as well. In the meantime, however, in the
presence of a real increase in incomes, the relative position of social pensioners had worsened.
The income-ceilings had grown less than the actual incomes of the potential beneficiaries,
making the access constraints more binding and correspondingly reducing the number of
those who were entitled to the scheme. This phenomenon was reinforced by a stronger
incentive to shift to other pension schemes, for which the benefit level was higher. For both
reasons, the number of the social pensions has always been low (around 5 percent of the
overall number of pensions).
Overall, the slower dynamics of the automatic adjustment was only partly compensated
by the discretionary increases of the benefit, especially in the beginning. In real terms, if we
exclude the significant discretionary increase in year 1999, the basic transfer – i.e. net of the
social integration – has been stable since the late 1970s (Chart 2).
The minimum pension (“pensione minima”) has been the most relevant tool in terms of
both the extension and the level of the granted protection. It was introduced in 1958 and
consists of a sub-minimum compensation integrating the old age/disability/survivors
pensions of the insurance tier that are below a ceiling set by law. The beneficiaries are those
pensioners who had matured an insurance pension at their retirement age but which is
considered insufficient (by the standards explicitly recognised for workers by the
Constitutional principle and retained higher than the sustenance level by subsequent
legislation). They must have contributed for at least 15 years.
The level of the minimum pension differed for many years according to the kind of
pension to be supplemented and the age of the recipient. In 1974 a uniform benefit was
introduced regardless of age. In 1980-85 a higher minimum pension was set for those who
contributed more than 15 years and for those aged more than 65 years.
In 1983 the assistance objective became more transparent, when the benefit became
means tested. The income ceiling, which was applied also to the existing pensions, was
initially introduced for the recipient’s income only. Personal income subject to the personal
income tax must not exceed twice the annual amount of the minimum pension.10 With the
1995 pension reform an income test for the cumulated income of the couple – on the same
lines of the test for social pensions – was introduced. The ceiling is equal to 4 times the annual
9

The social integration was initially set so as to guarantee 516,46 euros per/month for 13 months; it has been raised to
559,91 euros this year.
10 The reference annual amount is 13 times the monthly benefit.
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benefit.11 Compared to the social pension, the ceiling for the cumulated income of the couple
appears to be particularly high.
In 1988 a “social integration” was introduced to supplement also minimum pensions. the
amount was lower than the corresponding integration for social pensions and the income test
was stricter. In 2002, the above-mentioned integration – up to a common ceiling for over 70years old pensioners – was introduced also for the minimum pension. Given the higher level
of the minimum pensions this implies a lower social integration is granted. For beneficiaries
over 70 years of age, the same minimum income is now granted for the different kind of
pensions. This innovation made even more explicit the very same nature of the minimum and
the social pension in terms of income support pursued within assistance goals, although a
different treatment is still reserved to the younger pensioners.
The minimum pension is gradually reducing its weight due to the pension reform of the
mid-ninities, which abolished it for pensioners under the new fully notional contributory
scheme.12 In the new regime a constraint was introduced on the retirement age (at least 65
year) based on the matured level of the pension, which cannot be less than 1.2 times the
elderly social benefit (the transfer equivalent to social pension which was then introduced).
For insurance pensions the reform established the return to price indexation so that the level
of the benefit in real terms – the dynamics of which had already slowed down during the
1980s – has been substantially stable since then (Chart 2).
Minimum pension is still in place for those pensioners who are subject to the transitory
“pro-rata” regime. The area of the beneficiaries and the level of the expenditure from the
pensions’ supplementation are significant. In its last available Report, on year 2005, INPS
(National Social Protection Institute) quantifies the number of integrated pensions in more
than 30 percent of the total number of pensions (Table 2). The highest share concerns the
Insurance Fund of the independent workers in agriculture (around 55 percent). Classifying by
type of pension, INPS finds that integration concentrates on disability benefits (60 percent),
presumably due to the low contributory period requirement (5 years). As far as the
geographical area is concerned, more than 40 percent of the integrated pensions are paid in
the South and Islands, 32 percent in the Centre and 26 percent in the North.
Other studies carried out on INPS data by the Ministry of the Economy and Finance13
show that in year 2002 the average amount of the annual integration was above 3 thousand
euros and represented 60 percent of the average integrated pension (Table 2). Although the
share of the integrated pensions was lower for the Employees Insurance Fund (above 25
percent, against for instance almost 60 percent for the independent workers of agriculture),
what we call the “average integration rate” (i.e. the ratio between the average integration and
the average integrated pension) was the highest: almost 63 percent. From this information, the
amount of the overall expenditure for the insurance pension supplementation was in that year
around 14 billion euros, around 1 percent of GDP.

11

For those who retired in 1994, the first year of implementation of the new discipline, the ceiling for the couple is more
favourable, 5 times the annual benefit.
12 For a synthetic illustration of Dini pension reform see Banca d’Italia (1995b).
13 These analyses are particularly detailed and were carried out by the RGS (Ragioneria Generale dello Stato) for years
1999-2002.
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4.

The implicit policy design

The analysis of benefit levels over time seems to indicate that a process of convergence
between the two assistance instruments has actually occurred, although it is still.
By looking at the social pension and minimum pension basic transfers, it appears that the
ratio between the two stabilised around 60 percent little after social pension introduction and
it increased to around 75 percent only in recent years (Table 1). Considering the social
integrations implemented during the 1980s, however, the ratio shows a sudden increase,
around 70-80 percent, and then follows an oscillating trend. Since 2002, the social integration
for recipient aged over-70 has levelled out the amount of the two transfers.
These developments point to some implicit policy design in the last decades, possibly
directed at homogenising the protection for the two categories of pensioners and at clarifying
the assistance nature of minimum pensions. So far, however, this process is confined to the
older beneficiaries. If this is the case, two considerations may be done: 1) the present system is
not transparent, since it actually operates through multiple transfers (the basic integrations
plus the “social” ones) even to get to similar positions; 2) the present system maintains a
highly differentiated treatment of the beneficiaries, for instance by age, so that it is even more
hybrid than it was in the origin. There is definitely room for simplification.
The analysis of the benefit levels is not the only factor in the assessment of the
instruments. Both social and minimum pension are designed so as to guarantee a minimumincome corresponding to the access income-ceiling fixed by law. The income ceilings (their level, as
well the sources of incomes included and the mechanisms governing the overlapping
between the individuals and the couple thresholds) represent the relevant parameters for
assessing the performance of the two schemes against poverty. While in case of single
individuals the benefit coincides with the ceiling, so that the focus on the benefit is correct, in
case of married recipients the focus has to be shifted directly on the income thresholds.
4.1 Social pension, minimum pension and the official poverty measures
Both social and minimum are formally directed at individuals, not at households. Therefore, we
start by considering the conditions of the individuals and ignoring other household
components. Although the benefit may be paid in partial amount, both for the minimum and
for the social pension we consider the full payment level, since this represents the minimum
income granted by the system (the ceiling). In order to assess the performance of social and
minimum pension, the benefit levels are contrasted against poverty indicators.
The official relative poverty line used during the past decades by the Italian Poverty
Commission refers to a two-individual household and is given by the average annual per
capita consumption computed on a sample of consumers.14 A two-individual household is
considered poor when consuming less than the country per capita consumption. The
equivalent thresholds for households of different size can be obtained by applying an
equivalence scale. The scale officially adopted by Istat in poverty statistics is the “Carbonaro”
scale, which belongs to the Engel equivalence scale family and is based on the household size
14 The official methodology has changed since 1997, due to a revision of the sample, so that the poverty line presents a
break in that year.
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only.15 For one-individual households, the equivalence coefficient is equal to 0.599.16
Although also other measures of relative poverty are now officially computed, in a
retrospective assessment of the assistance policies we need to consider those indicators that
were available to policy makers at the time, since they presumably based their decision upon
the measurement of poverty they could rely on then.
Chart 3 presents the monthly amounts of the minimum and social pensions as shares of
the official poverty line. The chart is split in two: the first part considers the basic benefits
only, and the second one includes the social integration enacted in 1985 for social pension and
in 1988 for minimum pensions. The reference recipient is over 70 years old, so that the
integrated pensions become particularly generous in the last period. For these pensioners
only, regardless of the kind of pension they receive, the amount of the benefit was set to a
level that shifted the granted income around the poverty line.
While the amount of the minimum pension remained around the values of the poverty
line for most time, the amount of the social pension has always been below, with the only
episode of the years after 2001 due to above-mentioned social integration to the over-70.
For minimum pensions the situation is worse with the new measure of the poverty line,
but still the poverty gap is limited is size especially when considering the social integration.
Furthermore, it has to be reminded that for minimum pensions the income ceiling is set at twice the
level of the minimum pension, so that the individual may reach a minimum income well above the
poverty line (as better shown in the next paragraph).17
As far as social pension is concerned, in the first period the benefit was less than half the
poverty-line threshold. Afterwards this ratio rose; in the period 1975-84 it was, on average,
around 70 percent (column K, Table 4). In the period 1985-99 the weight of the social pension
basic transfer (excluding the social integration) fell down to 60 percent of the poverty line. The
integrated benefit was around 80 percent in 1985; however, due to the lack of an automatic
revaluation of the social integration, the ratio of overall benefit rapidly declined during the
nineties. It increased again to 80 percent in 2001. The rise in 2002, for the over-70 recipients
was significant but, again, in the absence of an automatic adjustment, gradually decreased in
the subsequent years. In 2007 a new discretionary increase of the social integration has
already been passed.
We may conclude that the social pension scheme set, “implicitly”, a quasi-poverty-line
benchmark for the elderly individuals and hence left a poverty-gap open. None of these
characteristics of the social pension scheme have ever been explicitly addressed in official
15

See Carbonaro (1985).
The official time series for the poverty line is available only since 1980. To compare the social and minimum pension
levels to the poverty line since their introduction, some estimate of the poverty line for previous years is needed. Data used
by the Italian Poverty Commission are those of the Household Consumption Survey by the Italian Institute of Statistics
(Istat). For previous years we use consumption data from Istat National Accounts (NA). A comparison of the per capita
consumption between the two sources for the available years shows that consumption used by the Poverty Commission is
systematically lower, possibly due to the sampling procedure followed for the purposes of constructing the poverty line.
The relationship is stable. Therefore, in estimating the 2-individual household poverty line from NA for the period 1969-79,
we applied the average historical ratio between the data from the two different sources (the ratio is almost 80 percent). To
translate the resulting series into the 1-individual household poverty line, we then used the corresponding coefficient of
Carbonaro equivalence scale.
17 The level of minimum pension would be significant only in case of zero-incomes, which is not very likely (unless in
particular cases), since as a general rule these beneficiaries must have already gained the right to an insurance pension. The
relevant ratio of the minimum income granted by minimum pension and the poverty line is shown in column L, Table 4 and
is well above unity.
16
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reports that described the legislative changes or appraised their financial impact. The size of
the poverty-gap left by the social pension was on average around 30-40 percent of the poverty
line until mid-eighties and around 20 percent during the nineties.
The reason behind this feature of social pension design was, presumably, to avoid
disincentives to labour supply during the working life (by not guaranteeing a total protection
against poverty for citizens who did not work or did not work long enough). However, the
scheme was not adequately calibrated to this purpose. As a matter of fact it produced a strong
incentive to exploit insurance pension improperly. Laxity in the law requirements for the
access to the pension schemes made it easy for many “bogus-workers”18 to gain the access to a
minimum pension rather than to other assistance benefits, like a social pension. Those who
entered the social pension scheme were mainly individuals who had not worked, typically
women.
4.2 The role of the marital status
Although social and minimum pensions are directed to individuals, the income
thresholds – and hence the minimum income granted to the beneficiary – are different for
recipients living in a couple. In the case of minimum pensions the role of different family
structures has been taken into account only through the tax system until 1994, when the
couple’s cumulated income became relevant for the access. The motivation seems to sit
primarily in the need for financial consolidation. In the case of social pensions, on the
contrary, which are exempt from the personal income tax, the role of the family size has
entered through the setting of different income ceilings for the eligibility since the origin: the
instrument was explicitly born as an assistance one and, as such, it was subject to meanstesting. In both cases, however, the family structure is relevant only for single vs. married
beneficiaries. No other member of the households is taken into consideration.
The different ceilings set for the access for single or married beneficiaries imply the
definition of an equivalence scale by legislators. The equivalence coefficient computable from
the social pension as the ratio of the single income ceiling over the couple’s one has always
been below 30 percent, against a value of 59 percent of the analogous coefficient in the
“Carbonaro scale” (clumn D, Table 4). This choice suggests the lack of consideration of the
economies of scales of 2-component households and, on the contrary, the intent of favouring married
individuals with respect to single for reasons that are not explicitly stated. This is a general feature of
many schemes in the Italian social protection.
More similar to the Carbonaro equivalence scale is the coefficient implicit in the minimum
pension ceilings (equal to 50 percent). It should be kept in mind that the level of the ceilings is
systematically higher than the corresponding level for social pensions, so that it is the single income
ceiling which differs more between the two schemes.
Chart 4 shows the income ceilings of social pension against the poverty lines for single
and married individuals in real terms.19 For the single individual the ceiling is just above half
the poverty threshold, pointing to the insufficient performance of social pension alone in

18 The expression is used by Paci (1987), p. 276. It is meant to emphasise the fact that in many cases beneficiaries were
persons who had been working for very few years (5 were enough in some cases) and could then enter the insurance
pension scheme only by contributing in a very limited way.
19 The computation is at February 2007 prices.
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avoiding poverty, as stressed above. On the contrary, the income ceiling set for the couple
potentially places these households well above the poverty line. Chart 5 shows the same variables for
the minimum pension: both ceilings are set above the corresponding poverty lines.
The apparent inconsistency of the implicit equivalence scale of social pension may find
some ex-post explanations that point to implicit objectives of the policy maker. For instance,
the scheme could have been designed so as to include a “family allowance” component to
individuals living in a couple. This extra-benefit, on top of the income support that is paid
given to the single beneficiary, would be motivated by the awareness that the income ceiling
for the single individual would leave a poverty gap open.
Moreover, the floor set for the couple’s income (under which the benefit is paid in full
amount) is such that, in the absence of any source of income of one component, the income of
the second recipient places the couple around the poverty line (column O, Table 4). Therefore,
by receiving the social pension, the couple may move much above the poverty line.
One interpretation of these implicit design could be the following: by granting to single
individuals only a reduction of the poverty gap – rather than its complete offset – the social
pension scheme implicitly relies on the presence of some help to these beneficiaries by other
household’s components. On the other hand, by granting to married individuals a couple’s
income above the poverty line, the policy maker rejects the idea that the couple must rely on
the income support from other members of their families and allows a complete offset of the
poverty gap. This view presumably stemmed from the socio-economic conditions of the
Italian households at the times the scheme was designed, when elderly individuals once left
alone were more easily going to live within their children’ families than the couples were.
Anyway, the insurance pension scheme, through higher minimum pensions and survivors pensions,
was expected to do much of the protection. Social pension was to play a residual role and was really
meant to be the ultimate safety net.
In a reform perspective, it is therefore important to establish whether these implicit
assumptions are still realistic and, if not, what the actual situation of the beneficiaries is once
we look at the income position of the overall households including also components other
than spouses. The first step is to understand who the social pension beneficiaries are and what
their economic and social conditions are today. More precisely, it is important to assess those
characteristics of the targeted individuals and of their households that are ignored by the access
conditions to the social pension scheme and that are more correlated with poverty risks nowadays.

5.

Poverty among the social pensioners: some empirical analysis on survey data

The focus in this paragraph is confined on the mere analysis of the poverty conditions
among those who benefit from the social pension, in order to assess whether the design of social
pension – even though it is not immediately or exclusively directed at this goal, as we have shown – has
been sufficiently capable of contrasting poverty once the overall economic position of the beneficiaries’
households is considered. In other words, the relevant impact of the social pension we are
interested in is not on the individuals’ income position but on their household’s equivalent
income. In order to address the issues raised in analysing the implicit policy design of the
social pension scheme and to gain some insight about the actual performance of the social
11

pension, we carried out some empirical analysis based on micro-data. The data source is the
Bank of Italy Survey of Households Income and Wealth (BISHIW).20 Minimum pensions are
not considered because the dataset we use does not distinguish whether a given insurance
pension is the result of the minimum integration or not. Some estimation of the integration
would be needed. This is going to be a future development of the work, by making use of
data from the RGS. In this paper we limit the discussion to the illustration of the main
statistics of RGS.
The approach is somewhat more static and descriptive, although some very simple
analysis of poverty dynamics is also presented in the next paragraph.21 The interest is not so
much in quantifying the effects of changes in the level of the transfer on poverty incidence,
but in assessing how the implementation of the social pension design has performed with
respect to a theoretical scheme specifically aimed at eliminating poverty incidence among the
elderly.22
5.1 Individual and household characteristics of selected sub-groups of elderly
Although the number of social pensioners in the survey data may be low to draw strong
conclusions, some facts emerge quite clearly from simple descriptive statistics and they are
consistent with the analysis carried out so far. Charts 6-9 show the distributions of elderly
pensioners, compared to those of social pensioners, by residence area, sex, age and family
position.
Social pensioners are mostly women, are more likely spouses or members of the
household other than the head of the family, tend to live in the South of Italy (the poorest
area), and are on average older.
Contrary to the sub-sample of the elderly pensioners, the number of social pensioners in
the position of spouses has been decreasing over time, while the heads of the households has
increased correspondently. The prevailing of the spouses – which characterises the survey
data until the late 1990s – reversed in the following years. Given the sex and the age of these
individuals, it is very likely that this phenomenon is associated with an increase in the
number of single social pensioners, with all the implications illustrated before in terms of the
degree of protection associated to the benefits they received.
Data of RGS show that in 2002 more than 81 percent of minimum pensions were directed
at women. Moreover, in order to get an annual minimum pension that was on average around

20 On the BISHIW see the Banca d’Italia website (www.bancaditalia.it), various issues of Banca d’Italia Supplement to the

Statistical Bullettin, Brandolini and Cannari (1994) and Brandolini (1999).
21 For econometric evidence on the dynamics of poverty among social pensioners and elderly individuals in BISHIW see
Monacelli (2007), where a probit model is estimated on two-wave consecutive panels.
22 A preliminary clarification is needed. Since assistance pensions are means-tested, a causality issue may arise once we
want to analyse the ability of these instruments to protect the beneficiaries against poverty. However, based on the previous
analysis of the institutional characteristics of the scheme, the causality issue proves to be less serious than it may appear at a
first sight. In particular, in the case of social pension the level of the benefit recognised to single individuals (mostly below
the poverty line), the level of the income test for married individuals (above the poverty line), the consideration for only part
of the household income for the access, and the existence of the more generous minimum pension reserved to workers (so
that there is little scope for poverty trap mechanisms based on incentives to work less, in case of the social pension), all make
the link between poverty and the right to a social pension less strict than in a typical minimum income scheme.
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100 euros lower than average the pension of males, females were paid an annual integration
almost 500 euros higher (Chart 10).23
5.2 Poverty incidence and intensity
Table 5 summarises the main static indicators of poverty, from each year’s survey, for all
the individuals in the sample and for several sub-groups of elderly individuals. These
descriptive statistics confirm findings by other studies in terms of the incidence of poverty in
Italy, which is systematically lower for elderly people, especially when beneficiaries of
pensions; the only exception is given by the sub-group of the social pensioners, who are
characterised by higher poverty rates in the overall period.24
The head count ratio (HC), given by the percentage of the individuals living in a poor
household, is higher for social pensioners than for the overall sample, except in the most acute
years of cyclical economic downturns, occurring in early to mid-nineties and mid-decade of
2000s (Chart 11). This result may have two explanations:
(a) the fact that we use a relative poverty line. This choice depends in the interest on the ability
of social pension to protect the beneficiaries compared to the position of the others, rather
than compared to an abstract reference position – kept fixed over time – as it would be if
using an absolute poverty line. The relative poverty line is influenced by the cyclical
behaviour of the economy: while in “good times” GDP growth tends to increase all
incomes and to raise the relative poverty measure accordingly, in “bad times” the opposite
is likely to occur. If the poverty line lowers during “bad times”, and if the relative
worsening of a particular group is less pronounced than the overall average, the HC index
of such a group – social pensioners in our case – may improve;
(b) the genuine fact that the social pension scheme is not capable of protecting the elderly
individuals against the risk of falling into poverty – and this shows up particularly in “bad
times”. This would be consistent with the fact that social pension is designed to leave a
poverty gap open for part (the unmarried) of the beneficiaries.
The income poverty gap (IPG), i.e. the average distance from the poverty line, is
systematically lower in the case of social pensioners compared to the overall sample (Chart
12). This result points to the social pension actually ensuring a curb to the poverty gap, without
insulating completely the beneficiaries from poverty, as pointed to by the analysis of the
institutional design of the scheme. The gap that is left open exceeds 20 percent on average for
social pensioners only in 1993, the worst recession year, and 2000 due to the low level the
benefit reached before the main discretionary increase discernable in the 2002 sample. It
compares with an average poverty gap for the overall sample that, in the worst years, was
higher than 30 percent.
To gain some insight about the performance of social pension – if we consider also any
household’s source of income other than those considered by the Law’s income ceilings – we
can compare the poverty incidence measured by the HC index, including or excluding from
the household’s equivalent income the social pension received by the beneficiaries. Again,
given the small size of the social pensioners’ sub-sample, this evidence must be considered
23
24

A complete Table is given in the Statistical Annex.
See also Monacelli (2004).
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cautiously. However, it gives some flavour of how the scheme has been actually working in
the last two decades.
Table 6 illustrates the computations for each year. It is a contingency table classifying the
individuals receiving a social pension according to three possible situations: (a) the household
succeeding in crossing the poverty line; (b) the household failing to cross the poverty line; (c)
the household being already above the poverty line.
(a) The percentage of social pensioners in the first column is a rough measure for the
“effectiveness rate”. The value is on average around 25 percent until 2000, and rises above
40 percent in 2002.
(b) The percentage in the second column gives indications about the “ineffectiveness rate”
(like an α statistical error). This index is on average quite high during the period (around
11 percent), signalling that the level of the benefit is presumably insufficient to avoid
poverty if other conditions within the families do not help. It gives an indirect measure of
the impact from the social pension design leaving a poverty gap open for single
beneficiaries.
(c) The percentage in the third column may be interpreted as an “inefficiency rate” (a sort of
β statistical error). It offers an indication of the potential fraction of the beneficiaries that
may be the subject of resource savings. The high value, 60 percent on average across all the
surveys, points to a targeting method that could be clearly improved, if the only objective
of the social pension scheme is to contrast poverty. Alternatively, it gives a measure of the
weight of other “collateral” targets pursued by the scheme: the high values characterising all the
surveys would confirm that a significant component of social pension has been used as
family allowance to the elderly couples, independently of the poverty-contrast objective.
These indicators are static and hence are only able to give a rough image of the impact of
the policy design over time. Changes in the indexes across the surveys obviously reflect the
different underlying conditions of the households in each year, making time comparisons
particularly difficult. However, there are some clear cases in which a correlation may be
established between legislative changes in the social pension scheme and, at least, the
direction of the change in the indexes. For instance, the recent improvement in the
effectiveness rate may be associated to the significant increase in the basic transfer
implemented in 1999 and the increase in the social integration for beneficiaries over 70 years
of age (more than the 70 percent of the social pensioners) enforced in 2002. The impact of the
differentiation of the transfers by age could also be reflected in the decrease of the inefficiency
rate, signalling that age should be considered among the relevant factors in view of
improving the design targeting. The increase in the ineffectiveness rate in the late 1990s,
however, points to the existence of other relevant factors to consider in order to address the
degree of poverty risk exposure; for instance, in those years a role may have been played by
the decrease in the fraction of spouses among the social pensioners and the increase in the
heads of household, meaning that a relevant share of the beneficiaries has presumably
become single. This could call for a better calibration of the implicit equivalence scale.
More generally, to improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of social policies reducing
poverty incidence, we need to identify the main factors associated with poverty conditions.
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Previous econometric work carried out on the same data25 show that individuals are less
exposed to poverty if pensioners, with the relevant exception of the social pensioners. The co-living
situation within the household seems to play a relevant role, if considered in interaction with other
households’ characteristics. This suggests a direction for identifying new factors for targeting
social transfers in general, in order to better pursue an objective of poverty contrast.
5.4 Some hints on the dynamic performance of pensions
In evaluating policies against poverty, the dynamic aspects are of major relevance.26
A simple way to analyse poverty incidence over time is to build up transitions matrices
from the 2-wave consecutive panels available between 1987 and 2004.27 The share of those
who were poor in the first period of the panel and stayed poor in the second, gives some
information about poverty persistence. These shares tend to increase for all the groups during
the 1990s recession and to remain higher than in previous years until 2004. This trend is less
clear for the sub-sample of social pensioners, for which however the size becomes extremely small. The
transition matrices show that, since the mid-ninieties, for the overall sample of the
individuals, poverty status in the second year of each panel mainly reflects a persistence
phenomenon, while the opposite holds for the social pensioners sub-sample (Chart 13).
The evidence illustrated so far is consistent with what already emerged from the static
analysis of poverty intensity, i.e. that the social pension primarily curbs the poverty gap
rather than avoiding poverty.28

6. Conclusions
The analysis of the institutional characteristics of the social protection to the elderly in
Italy shows that it is mostly based on minimum and social pensions. Although these
instruments were born with different purposes and within the two different tier of the welfare
state (insurance and assistance, respectively), a process of convergence in the use and the level of
protection seems to have occurred over time.
Minimum pensions have prevented the individuals from entering into poverty. Until the
eighties they were not means-tested at all, and only in the mid-nineties, with the pension reform,
the test was extended to the couples’ cumulated income. In the same occasion, minimum
pensions were abolished, although they still will account for a large share of pension
expenditure until the completion of the transition from a defined-benefit system towards the
25

See Monacelli (2007).
One important issue in carrying out dynamic analyses is the choice of the poverty line. A relative poverty line, changing
over time with the conditions of the economic system, has the nice implication of avoiding the need for a time-adjustment, to
take into account at least the effects of inflation (as in the case if using an absolute poverty line, which is by definition
referred to a specific year). However, it also has the unpleasant feature of making the poverty benchmark dependent on the
cyclical behaviour of the economy. Here we use a relative poverty line.
27 The comparison of the poverty incidence for the individuals of the entire sample and for selected sub-groups computed
on data from each year survey and on the 2-wave consecutive panels reveals significant differences in the exact level of HC
ratios, especially when the sub-group size becomes smaller (as it is the case for social pensioners). However, the dynamic
patterns do not seem to diverge, so the panels should be good enough to describe the time trends.
28 Here, obviously, the use of a relative poverty line could affect results, since poverty intensity is generally lower, as show
above, for social pensioners.
26
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new notional contributory system (the integration alone accounted for 1 point of GDP in
2002). During the last decade, since the reform, the assistance nature of minimum pensions
became more explicit and the convergence towards social pension clearer.
As far as social pension is concerned, the analysis of the implications of the
“institutional” characteristics point to the level of the benefit being implicitly designed to limit
the poverty intensity of single individuals within a threshold, quantifiable around 80 percent of the
poverty line. For married individuals the benefit goes beyond the sustenance objective and implicitly
recognises an extra-benefit for the family. Micro data show that, taking into account the economic
conditions of the overall household, social pension has succeeded in taking the households
out of a poverty status on average in more than 25 percent of the cases, while it has failed in
more than 10 percent; it was paid to individuals who were not living in a poor household in
around 60 percent of the cases. Individuals who benefit from a social pension have a higher
odd of living in a poor family, with respect to other categories of individuals, although the
poverty gap has been on average lower. The probability of falling into poverty is statistically
higher, but only during economic downturns. Poverty on average is more widespread –
although less intense – and is characterised by more a cyclical than a persistent nature.
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Chart 1 - Social protection expenditure (as a percentage of GDP)
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Chart 2: Social pension(1) and minimum pension (annual benefit in euros - constant prices)
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(1) Basic transfer, excluding the social integration.
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Chart 3: Social pension and minimum pension(1) (monthly benefit - ratio of the poverty line)
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(1) Beneficiaries over 70 years of age. – (2) Dotted line denotes changes in the statistical methodology for the poverty line
computation.
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Chart 4: Social pension income ceilings(1) and family size
(annual amounts in euros - constant prices)
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Chart 5: Minimum pension income ceilings(1) and family size
(annual amounts in euros - constant prices)
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Chart 6: Distribution by geographical area (BISHIW)
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Chart 7: Distribution by sex (BISHIW)
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Chart 8: Distribution by position within the household (BISHIW)
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Chart 9: Distribution by age (BISHIW)
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Chart 10: Integrated pensions by sex (2002)
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Chart 11: Poverty incidence (Head Count Ratios - BISHIW)
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Chart 12: Poverty intensity (Income Poverty Gap Ratios - BISHIW)
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Chart 13: Poverty incidence analysis (2-wave panels - BISHIW)(1)
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(1) The indexes measure the share of individuals who are poor in the second year of each 2-wave panel and were not poor
in the first year (cyclical effect) or were poor in the first year (persistence).
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Table 1 – Minimum and Social pension benefits, Integrations and Income Ceilings

(continue)
24

(cont’nd) Table 1

(a) In 2001 the social integration was increased by different amounts according to age; the amount in the Table corresponds to
the older pensioners (over 75). – (b) For individuals who retired in 1994 only, the couple income ceiling is set at 5 times the
minimum pension transfer (rather than 4 times). – (c) The ratio considers the social integrations to the oldest (over-75 for
minimum pension, and over-70 for social pension)
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Table 2 – Distribution of Integrated pensions by category f recipients and type of risk (2005)

Source: INPS (2005)
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Table 3 – Average amounts of integrated pensions by category of recipients and type of risk (2002)

Source: RGS (2005)
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Table 4 – Minimum and Social pension benefits: Ratios to the Poverty Lines and Implicit Equivalence Scales
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Table 5: Poverty indicators (1) (BISHIW)

(1) Both poverty lines are expressed in euros and refer to a 2-individual household. (2) Per capita income. (3) Per capita
consumption.

Table 6: Assessment of social pension performance (BISHIW)
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ANNEX 1 – The social assistance instruments
Within the Assistance Tier
The instruments that can be formally classified inside the social assistance are mainly three.27 The first, and the
oldest, is represented by the social pension (“pensione sociale”); the beneficiaries are all the citizens over 65
who did not mature the right to an old age pension (mainly individuals who did not get into the labour
market, or did so for insufficient periods, particularly women). A second instrument is the so-called civil
disability pension (“pensione di invalidità civile”). The beneficiaries are citizens affected by disabilities
preventing them from having access to the labour market and whose income is below a threshold. The level
of the benefit is linked to the degree of disability. Totally disable people who are not self-sufficient also
receive a disability allowance to face costs from assistance services they need; the nature is not that of an
assistance benefit but rather of a horizontal equity measure. Finally, the system provides a set of minimum
income measures administered at the local level by Municipalities. The guarantee is not set at a unique level
and conditions are not assessed by the same standards, so that they may change also significantly among
different geographical areas. Only recently, a uniform measurement tool for the economic situation of
individuals has been introduced at the national level, the so-called Equivalent Economic Situation Indicator
(ISEE). A minimum income directed to all deprived citizens, the inclusion minimum income (“reddito minimo
di inserimento”, RMI) was implemented only in 1997 on an experimental basis, in 315 Municipalities, and it
has not been generalised yet.28
Within the Insurance Tier
Among the assistance instruments formally placed inside the social insurance system is the disability pension
(“pensione di invalidità”), reserved to individuals who became disables after entering the labour market and
contributing the insurance system for at least 5 years. Until 1984, thanks to a very broad definition of
disability, this transfer was used to support income in the economically disadvantaged areas of the country,
since disability was referred not only to the physical conditions of the individuals but also to the socioeconomic context they were living. This anomalous use of the transfer is a typical example of the
intertwining of insurance and assistance. It was corrected in the second half of the '80s. The most important
instrument, in terms of the protection actually granted, is certainly the so-called minimum pension (“pensione
minima”), a transfer integrating insurance old age/seniority/disability pensions up to a given ceiling for all
the workers who matured the right to retirement. In 1983 the assistance goal became more transparent due
to the introduction of selectivity criteria for the access based on the income level. A third instrument is the
family allowances (“assegni familiari”). The beneficiaries are households of workers, pensioners and
unemployed individuals whose family income is below a threshold differentiated by family size and in case
of presence of difficult conditions (like family members being handicapped, etc.). These allowances are
classified among the insurance expenditure since they were originally devised as an occupational scheme
based on contributory financing. After a major reform in 1988 an income ceiling for the eligibility was
introduced, which made this instrument definitely assistance oriented. Besides the original objective of
horizontal equity, the scheme, as it is conceived today, pursues an explicit objective of vertical equity and
poverty contrast. The share of the expenditure for family allowances shrank over time, and stayed almost
constant in the last decades.

27 For a detailed description of the Italian social assistance policies, see Monacelli (1998).
28 The introduction of the RMI followed previous attempts. In 1995 the Poverty Commission proposed the introduction

of a minimum income benefit for all citizens with insufficient incomes. The aim of the proposal was to “... guarantee some
minimum subsistence conditions and favour the social integration of the beneficiaries ...” which was pursued by “a cash transfer,
called ‘assegno di minimo vitale’, ... and other policy measures of social integration, diversified according to needs, abilities and
specific conditions of the individuals ...” (see Commissione di indagine sulla povertà e sull’emarginazione, 1995, p. 19). The
Poverty Commission suggested for this new benefit that both the amount and the means test be identical to those of the
social pension. Just like the social pension, the minimum income benefit should have been fully paid only in the absence
of income and as integration to the income threshold otherwise. The Commission also prescribed that income ceilings be
calculated taking into account of the households’ characteristics by ad hoc equivalence scales (p. 23). Later on, in 1997, the
Commissione per l’analisi delle compatibilità macroeconomiche della spesa sociale put forward the proposal of a new instrument
aimed at substituting the existing family benefits. It was essentially a minimum income for individuals (the family
composition was only taken into account in order to convert individual income requirements by suitable equivalence
scales). For a detailed description see Bimbi, Bosi, Ferrera, and Saraceno (1997) and Matteuzzi (1996).
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Statistical Annex 1: Integrated pensions by age and sex (2002)
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Statistical Annex 1: Integrated pensions by age and sex (2002)

Source: RGS (2005).
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Statistical Annex 2: Overall sample (BISHIW - Data weighted by survey coefficient PESOFL)

(*) In 1987 sample, statistics are computed only over the 13,304 income recipients.
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Statistical Annex 3: Elderly sub-group (BISHIW - Data weighted by survey coefficient PESOFL)

(*) In 1987 sample, statistics are computed only over 3,402 income recipients.
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Statistical Annex 4: Elderly Pensioners (BISHIW - Data weighted by survey coefficient PESOFL)

(*) In 1987 sample, statistics are computed only over the 3,343 income recipients.
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Statistical Annex 5: Social Pensioners (BISHIW - Data weighted by survey coefficient PESOFL)

(*)In 1987 sample, statistics are computed only over 229 income recipients.
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